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Nucleon gravitational form factors

Momentum fraction

Ji sum rule

All the form factors are interesting and measurable! 

pressure inside proton 

Mass, pressure

graviton



u,d-quark D-term can be extracted from Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS)
First results from Jlab data, large model dependence.
Need significant lever-arm in        to disentangle various moments 

What about gluon D-term?
What about strangeness D-term?

D-term: the last global unknown
Burkert, Elouadrhiri, Girod (2018)

Related to the radial pressure (force) distribution 
inside a nucleon

EIC

is a conserved charge 
of the nucleon, just like mass and spin!



Physics of         

• Related to the quark and gluon parts of the trace anomaly
intimate connection to the proton mass decomposition.

• Non-conservation of the quark/gluon parts

because the total EMT is conserved.

• Pressure inside the proton from quark and gluon subsystems Polyakov, Schweitzer,…

Beware,            is scheme and scale dependent.



Asymptotic value
in the chiral limit

in         scheme, 2-loop result YH, Rajan, Tanaka (2018)

nucleon 
sigma-term

3-loop result available Tanaka (2018)  



Lorentz invariant hadron mass decomposition

Tanaka (2018)

three-loop result in          

from                          from

For the proton, the quark contribution is negative in         ! 

See Metz, Pasquini, Rodini (2020)
for an alternative scheme.

YH, Rajan, Tanaka (2018)

from                   from



Can we measure the gluon condensate                      ?

The operator               is twist-four, 
highly suppressed in high energy scattering.

Purely gluonic operator, very difficult to compute in lattice QCD
(but there are ongoing efforts)

Instead, we should look at low-energy scattering.

Purely gluonic operator. Use quarkonium as a probe.

→ photo-production near threshold.
Kharzeev, Satz, Syamtomov, Zinovjev (1998)



Photo-production of         near threshold     

Sensitive to the non-forward 
matrix element 

Ongoing experiments at Jlab (Glue-X)
Future measurement at EIC, EIcC?

Difficult to compute from first principles

1905.10811



Kharzeev, Satz, Syamtomov, Zinovjev (1998); Gryniuk, Vanderhaeghen (2016)…

Assume vector meson dominance to relate                          to forward    

Compute                                                

Reconstruct                               via dispersion relation.                   enters as a subtraction constant. 

Near-threshold photo-production: theory approaches

Brodsky, Chudakov, Hoyer, Laget (2001)

Frankfurt, Strikman (2002)

Two-gluon, three-gluon exchanges
Amplitude from quark counting rule

t-dependence not exponential but power-law,
that of 2-gluon form factors (Which form factors?)

Du, Baru, Guo, Hanhart, Meissner (2020)

D-meson loop, nothing to do with trace anomaly



Compare this with a lattice calculation 
by                                                         

An observation regarding   -dependence

Shanahan, Detmold (2018)

Experimental result from GlueX 1905.10811

-dependence   → `2-gluon’ form factor  → gravitational form factors                            
Frankfurt, Strikman (2002)                                      YH, Yang  (2018)

?

thanks to Lubomir Pentchev



Holographic approach
YH, Yang (2018)
Mamo, Zahed (2019)

QCD amplitude       string amplitude in asymptotically           .

5th dimension

Our universe

Strongly coupled gauge theories           string theory in curved spaces.
dual



The dilaton
The operator                  is dual to a massless string called dilaton

+

graviton                              dilaton

Suppressed compared to graviton exchange at high energy, but not at very low energy!

Gluon condensate (nonforward version)

D7 D7

Cross section sensitive to the gluon D-term.



Red
Blue

Fitting the GlueX data

Data from 1905.10811

YH, Rajan, Yang (2019)



Threshold photo-production at RHIC?

RHIC, ultra-peripheral pA collisions (UPC) 

Typical         energy at 200 GeV runs                                  

enough to produce      , but they are produced 
in the forward rapidity region          

Measurable after the completion of STAR forward upgrades?

Cross section enhanced by

YH, Rajan, Yang (2019)

rapidity

https://texclip.marutank.net/#s=%5Cnewcommand%7B%5Cnn%7D%7B%5Cnonumber%20%5C%5C%7D%0A%5Cbegin%7Beqnarray*%7D%0A%5Cgamma%0A%5Cend%7Beqnarray*%7D


Threshold leptoproduction at high-
Boussarie, YH, 2004.12715

Larger                                ,                                               
better chance to use perturbative 
approaches

Even if        center-of-mass energy                               is large, 

center-of-mass energy                                can be adjusted close to the threshold.

at Jlab. 

ideal for EIC (or EIcC) low energy runs.



Operator product expansion

OPE between the elemag current and an interpolating   
operator of            in the regime

gluon EMT
(traceless part)

sensitive to the trace anomaly



Numerical results

Assume dipole form factor for               , tripole for  

Use the asymptotic value

from Shanahan, Detmold (2019)

momentum fraction carried by gluons



Upper solid

Lower solid

Dashed curves: 
without gluon D-term

Solid curves: with gluon D-term

(plots revised from 2004.12715)



theoretically cleaner, but cross section smaller                 
In practice, lepto-production viable only for         ? Can be done at EIC, EIcC? 

Sub-threshold production in         also interesting, 
probe the short range correlation (SRC) in the nucleus.

Conclusions

YH, Strikman, Xu, Yuan (2019)

→ scheme dependent, definition of 

Quark and gluon parts of the trace anomaly

Not only of conceptual interest. Needed to establish connection between the scattering 
amplitude and the parameter      in the         scheme. 

Near-threshold quarkonium photo- and lepto-production
→ gluon condensate, gluon D-term. (In VMD approaches, connection to D-term is lost.)


